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NOVUS MORE SPACE

Intelligent Solutions for the Modern Workspace
Peterborough, NH, June, 2015 Today’s modern workspaces must be functional and flexible,
with technology within reach but not in the way. Space is at a
premium as dual monitors, laptops, and tablets are necessary
to keep work flowing. The Novus more space system offers
workspace solutions that save space, improve ergonomics,
and provide the freedom to easily change and organize your
workspace.
The Novus MY is ideal for the small office / home office
environment with monitor supports and accessories that increase valuable desk space. The MY mounts and arms
are easily configured for a single or dual monitor setup as well as a tablet. Adjustable for height and monitor
angle, the MY sets accommodate most individual workspace settings. The Novus MY is the smart choice for
smaller offices or workstations.
The Novus Tetra Support System (TSS) offers greater versatility and configuration options. Based on a 4-channel
column, multiple support arms can be added around the column and stacked along the channels. TSS monitor
arms are available in four styles to accommodate varying depth, ergonomic positioning, and monitor weight.
From a single monitor workstation, to an unlimited flat panel control center, the TSS system is ideal for offering
the widest array of custom configurations.
The Novus LiftTEC Arms provide smooth movement for a personalized ergonomic fit and a clean, modern style.
The articulated arms use special Gas Spring Technology that makes it easy to position the monitor and keep it in
place. LiftTEC is ideal for shared workspaces and sit / stand desks. Table mounted LiftTEC arms can be swiveled
a full 360 degrees so information can be shared with a colleague or customer.
"What makes the More Space products truly flexible is the ability to mix and match among all three lines to find
the perfect combination," said Shari LaPierre, Sales and Marketing Representative at Dahle North America, Inc.
"Columns, arms, and accessories can be customized as needed for the perfect workspace."
The Novus more space system is designed and developed by Novus Dahle GmbH & Co. of Lingen, Germany.
The Novus line, introduced in 1949, offers numerous other premium solutions for the modern workplace such
as organizational shelving, telephone support arms and more. For more information call (800) 995-1379 or visit
www.NovusMoreSpace.com.
All three lines are on display at NeoCon 2015 - visit us at booth #8-2066 to see the Novus more space
products for yourself. Enter our drawing to win a MY point tablet arm and more!
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